CORRESPONDENCE

Letters intended for publication in LPS should be sent to Kevin Schurer, 27 Trumpington Street, Cambridge CB2 1QA

A plea to readers

Dear All

Some readers may have noticed that few letters have been published in the recent issues of LPS. In case some people are wondering if this is due to a change in the editorial policy of the journal, let me assure that this is not so. The simple fact of the matter is that over the last two years very few letters have been sent to the journal for publication. So why not put pen to paper (or should it be finger to word processor keyboard?) right now and dash a letter off to me without further ado. This section of the journal is under a serious threat of extinction, please help contribute towards its survival.

Yours faithfully
Kevin Schurer
27, Trumpington Street, Cambridge, CB2 1QA

Why not join

THE LPS SOCIETY

For conferences, regional contacts and project work in local population studies.

For further details, payment of subscriptions and renewals please contact the Honorary Secretary:

Mrs Grace Wyatt
302 Prescot Road,
Aughton,
Ormskirk,
Lancs L39 6RR.